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Microsoft OfficeÂ . The brief announcement: I saw this certain ad, so, I've any interest in it, and
simply tried it out. This could be the last thread regarding this most amicable ad. I don't look or hide
or won't avert it. So, feel free to giggle and say any incorrect and/or filthy substance which you own.
While I was using it, I've got some interesting issues, and therefore I'll list them below: - when I move

the mouse cursor into the top-right corner, I'm so long to scoot the cursor down to the main-menu
bar of windows. - when I returned to the main-menu with the mouse cursor on the top-right corner, I

could only see the prompt "Press to terminate" when I kept the mouse cursor there. - when the
mouse cursor was on the top-right corner, I closed the ad window with the mouse's left button only. -
when I closed the ad window by clicking with the left button, the mouse cursor went back to the top-
right corner and the prompt "Press to terminate" was no longer there. I wasn't able to solve it with
any of the following: 1. I tried to close the ad window with the keyboard's left arrow key only, then I
tried to close the ad window by clicking with the mouse's left button only. 2. I tried to close the ad
window with the mouse's left button only, then I tried to close the ad window by clicking with the
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keyboard's left arrow key only. The questions: What should I do with the following issues? Is it any
known ad ( or what? Do you know the reason for those issues? Is that ad legit? - in order to

accomplish the issue 2, I thought that the ad window may be some kind of spyware. While I didn't
use any antispyware software, I made sure that I was on trusted, reliable and antivirus-free websites.
So, I was on the 10 websites you can find in the ad's address Thank you in advance. (PS: the ad has
link to the video that I'll not include here. There's no link to the ad itself.) The brief announcement: I

saw this certain ad 6d1f23a050
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